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Abstract—By quantizing weights with different precision for
different parts of a network, mixed-precision quantization
promises to reduce the hardware cost and improve the speed of
deep neural network (DNN) accelerators that typically operate
with a fixed quantization scheme. However, the additional control
needed, and the decreased hardware efficiency arising from
multi-precision operations have made mixed-precision quantiza-
tion schemes challenging to deploy in practice. In this paper, a
practical mixed-precision quantization framework called MSD
that leverages the heterogeneous computing resources on FPGA
to perform bit-serial and bit-parallel operations simultaneously
is presented. MSD combines the use of a custom restricted signed
digit (RSD) representation, which utilizes a limited number of
effectual bits, and the conventional 2’s complement representa-
tion to quantize DNN weights. Depending on the availability of
fine-grained and coarse-grained resources, MSD encodes a subset
of weights with RSD to allow highly efficient bit-serial multiply-
accumulate implementation using LUT resources. Furthermore,
the number of effectual bits used in RSD is optimized to match
the bit-serial hardware latency to the bit-parallel operation on
the coarse-grained resources to ensure the highest run-time
utilization of all on-chip resources. Experiments show that MSD
achieved a 1.36× speedup on the ResNet-18 model over the
state-of-the-art, and a remarkable 4.91% higher accuracy on
MobileNet-V2.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern FPGAs are becoming increasingly heterogeneous
with coarse-grained word-level processing resources running
alongside traditional fine-grained bit-level configurable logic.
While coarse-grained programmable resources such as the
digital signal processing (DSP) blocks are very efficient in
processing data encoded with standard 2’s complement rep-
resentation at relatively wide bitwidth (viz. 8 to 16 bits),
it is the flexibility of the fine-grained reconfigurable logic
resources (i.e., LUTs) that makes them uniquely promising
to accelerate deeply quantized DNN that leverage 2 to 4 bits
for custom encoding of weights. Leveraging the two types of
resources available on an FPGA, researchers have explored
using a mix of multiplication and accumulation (MAC) units
that are optimized for different bitwidth to perform mixed-
precision DNN inference [1]–[4]. Through extensive design
space exploration (DSE) and dataflow scheduling, the DNN
workloads can then be mapped onto both types of resources
to maximize the accelerator’s theoretical peak performance.

*Equal contribution.

The challenge of this approach, however, is twofold. First,
it remains a significant challenge to maintain good accuracy
with deeply quantized DNN, even when combined with ad-
vanced mixed-precision operations running on both types of
resources [3]–[5]. For instance, the accuracy of MobileNet-V2
dropped from 71.88% to 66.25% when 3 to 8 bits mixed-
precision quantization was employed as reported in [3]. Sec-
ond, unlike software that can arbitrarily adjust the employed
bitwidth as the application requirement changes, hardware
compute units must be statically built with resources provi-
sioned for all possible data types that they need to support
during run time. As a result, the purported benefits of utilizing
mixed-precision operation can easily be outweighed by the
overhead of supporting them in hardware, especially in ultra-
low bitwidth range of 1 to 4 bits.

One solution to support variable bitwidth operations nat-
urally during run time is to employ a bit-serial computing
architecture [3], [6]–[9]. Although many early works have
demonstrated the hardware advantages of utilizing bit-serial
computation for mixed-precision DNN inference on FPGAs,
they have yet to exploit the bit-level sparsity that is needed to
fully unleash the benefits of performing bit-serial computations
at ultra-low bitwidth. Specifically, one can speed up the bit-
serial multiplier by skipping the ineffectual zeros bits in the
input. However, leveraging bit-level sparsity can also be chal-
lenging. If the input data has an arbitrary number of effectual
bits (EB), it may also suffer from an unbalanced load of PEs as
the one with the most EBs then dominates the performance.
Works like PRA [10], Bit-Tactical [7], and Bitlet [8] have
proposed sophisticated hardware dynamic scheduler or bit-
interleaved PEs architecture to address this issue but they
come with non-negligible overhead in control logic. On the
other hand, BitCluster [11] and BitPruner [12] resort to hard-
ware/software co-design by constraining identical effectual
bits (EB) of weights within a model/layer to achieve load
balance. Nevertheless, similar to the low-bitwidth quantization
approaches, it can also downgrade a model’s representation
capability by limiting a small number of EB based on common
representation (e.g., 2’s complement). We still need to explore
a more efficient representation for MAC deployed on LUTs so
that there are different optimization methods for fine-grained
resources (LUTs) and coarse-grained resources (DSPs).

In this paper, we introduce MSD, which utilizes a mix of



two signed digit representations for hardware-efficient DNN
acceleration with heterogeneous resources on FPGA. A cus-
tom restricted signed digit (RSD) data representation, which
uses ternary digit set {−1, 0,+1} in the encoding scheme,
is proposed to work in conjunction with conventional 2’s
complement operations for mixed-precision inference. Based
on the RSD representation, a load-balanced bit-serial archi-
tecture that leverages bit-sparsity is implemented using fine-
grained resources (LUTs). To achieve load balance in bit-serial
computation, it also enforces the number of EB for weights
in a kernel/layer to be identical. Under the constraint of the
number of EB, RSD makes the fine-tuned weights closer to
the original values, allowing bit-serial PEs to fully exploit bit-
sparsity while having a more extensive numerical representa-
tion capability than the standard method. At the same time,
conventional 8-bit fixed operations with 2’s complement are
implemented in DSP to complement the low bitwidth RSD
operations to achieve high model accuracy and to fully exploit
the computation capability of an FPGA. Finally, to balance
the workload between DSPs and LUTs in the heterogeneous
architecture, a hardware-aware fine-tuning algorithm based on
a cycle-accurate hardware cost model is introduced. The key
contributions of this work are:

• We propose to use a mixed signed digit (MSD) scheme
for hardware-efficient DNN accelerations that can ef-
ficiently utilize the heterogeneous resources on FPGA.
It is powered by the proposed RSD representation that
supports bit-serial computation on LUTs and bit-parallel
computations on DSPs.

• We propose a fine-tuning and encoding algorithm for
the weights based on the RSD representation. The hard-
ware can exploit bit-level sparsity and achieve workload
balance by restricting the number of non-zero bits in
the weights to be identical. The RSD-quantized weights
typically cause smaller numerical errors and can be
efficiently deployed on bit-serial architecture.

• We develop a hardware/software co-design DNN acceler-
ation framework based on the proposed architecture and
weight adjustment method. The hardware-aware frame-
work receives a DNN model and automatically selects
the optimal EB configuration, scheduling, and workload
partitioning for the heterogeneous resources.

• The entire framework is publicly available. Artifacts
associated with this work is available at https://doi.org/10.
25442/hku.22182073. Latest version of the open source
code can be found at https://github.com/CASR-HKU/
MSD-FCCM23.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section,
background on mixing bit-serial and bit-parallel operations on
FPGAs will be presented. The MSD framework including the
encoding method, hardware architecture, and a quantization
scheme will be discussed in Section III. We evaluate the
performance of MSD in Section IV and finally conclude in
Section V.

II. BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK

A. Heterogeneous Architecture in FPGA DNN Accelerators

Modern FPGAs usually have hardened arithmetic blocks
like DSPs and soft programmable logic like LUTs. Previ-
ous research has extensively used DSPs as building blocks
for DNN accelerators. In recent years, many research and
industrial efforts have also been devoted to embedding more
AI-optimized building blocks in FPGAs fabrics like Tensor
slices [13] and AI Tensor Block [14] to improve the density
of MAC units further. However, a given FPGA device comes
with a fixed number of hardened arithmetic blocks. Higher
peak performances can be achieved if soft programmable logic
can also be used efficiently in a heterogeneous fashion. Some
prior research has co-designed with a quantization scheme to
improve the efficiency of the overall heterogeneous system.
Mix and Match [1] applied different quantization schemes
on different rows of weight and proposed a sum-of-power-
2 quantization algorithm that allows simple shift-adders to be
implemented on LUTs. HAO [4] designed a hardware/software
co-search framework to find optimal mix-precision quanti-
zation configurations in an inter-layer dataflow architecture.
N3H-Core [3] integrated BISMO [15], an area-efficient bit-
serial overlay, in its LUT-based computation cores. However,
they failed to leverage the acceleration opportunities within the
sparsity of bit-serial architecture. In MSD scheme, we design
a bit-sparsity-aware framework that uses RSD representation.
Our framework is also co-optimized with quantization training
and scheduling to fully exploit the potential of heterogeneous
architecture.

B. Bit-Serial Computing with Bit-Sparsity

Bit-serial architecture has been widely used in many digital
systems designs focusing on low power and area efficiency.
One might explore serial computation on both multiplicand
and multiplier in bit-serial multiplication to perform one-bit
shift and accumulation, as shown BISMO [15]. This design
typically takes n2 cycles to compute for n bits input. Another
type of bit-serial multiplier may exploit serialization on only
one of the inputs and carry out parallel shifting and accu-
mulation on the other, like BitCluster [11]. It reduces latency
to n cycles but requires more area for parallel shifter&adder.
In general, bit-serial architecture transformed multiplication
into multiple shifting and accumulation operations, which only
happens on effectual bits (non-zero bits). Thus, one can speed
up bit-serial architecture by saving the cycles on zero bits.

Many previous works have explored using bit-serial ar-
chitecture in DNN accelerators to generate energy-efficient
designs or exploit bit-level sparsity. Strips [16] proposed a
bit-serial DNN accelerator suitable for efficient acceleration
with varying precision on different layers. PRA [10] further
extended this architecture by eliminating the ineffectual com-
putation on zero bits. However, leveraging sparsity in bit-serial
architecture can also bring the problems of an unbalanced
load of PEs as different inputs can have a different number of
effectual bits. Bitlet [8] adopted a bit-interleaved design that
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condenses effectual bits and achieves better load balance. Bit-
Cluster [11] addressed this problem from a software/hardware
co-design point of view by constraining the number of ef-
fectual bits to be identical within a layer/network. In this
work, we extend this idea by using RSD representation that
further reduces the numerical errors while fully exploiting the
opportunities from the load-balanced bit-serial architecture.

C. Signed-Digit Representation

The signed-digit representation uses a ternary number sys-
tem with the digit set {1, 0,−1}, which is often denoted as
{1, 0, 1̄}. Among which, the Canonical Signed-Digit (CSD)
is a unique representation that minimizes the number of non-
zero digits (Hamming weight) of a number and is widely used
in low-power, high-speed DSP applications [17]–[19]. Prior
research has also explored using signed-digit representation in
DNN compression or acceleration. CAxCNN [20] used CSD to
approximate model weights and proposed a hardware acceler-
ator with area-efficient multipliers. CoNLoCNN [21] proposed
an Encoded Low-Precision Binary Signed Digit (ELP BSD)
representation as well as a non-uniform quantization method to
speed up network inference and maintain accuracy. DWP [22]
used a multi-objective shortest path problem formulation to
search for the signed-digit representation of weights that
allows maximal digit-serial parallelism. It also incorporated
other bit-condensing techniques and designed a customized
hardware accelerator. Unlike those works, MSD framework
adopts a hardware-aware quantization training method that
constrains the number of effectual bits in a kernel/layer. It
allows efficient load-balanced bit-serial to be deployed on
LUTs as a heterogeneous core.

III. METHODOLOGY

This section introduces the MSD framework in terms of
algorithm and software-hardware co-design. We first present
the proposed weight fine-tuning algorithm based on the RSD
representation under the restriction of identical EB of weights
within each layer. Efficient hardware is designed to support bit-
serial computing and heterogeneous DNN workloads by mix-
ing the RSD and standard representation. Finally, we present
a hardware-aware mixed-EB search framework to realize the
speedup-accuracy trade-off on the proposed hardware design.

A. RSD-based Weight Fine-tuning & Encoding

As discussed in Section II, we need to restrict the number
of EB in a workload of weights as the same to avoid un-
balanced issues [11]. Nevertheless, directly removing/adding
‘1’ bits based on standard 2’s complement format downgrades
the representation capability. Motivated by the signed digit
number systems, a customized RSD data representation is
proposed to keep the number precision while restricting the
number of EB. Given an original number and restricted
EB, we apply the binary search algorithm on the EB bases
S = (1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128) (integer power of 2) to find the
closest base and decide whether this base is added/subtracted
to the previous bases. When the depth of the search tree
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Fig. 1: Weight fine-tuning and encoding scheme based on the
RSD representation. Under the same restriction of EB, RSD
representation can make the fine-tuned values closer to the
original values.
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Fig. 2: Comparing numerical properties of standard 2’s com-
plement and RSD representation with EBL = 2. (a), (b):
Visualizing the quantized values of 0 to 30 in the two rep-
resentations. (c), (d): Normalized distribution of weights for a
layer in MobileNet-V2 quantized using the two representations
when compared with the original fp32 values.

reaches the restricted EB number, we get the final RSD-based
fine-tuned value. Fig. 1 presents several examples of this fine-
tuning process. It is worth noting that standard 2’s complement
representation is actually a particular case of signed-digit, with
only the MSB can be the ‘−1’ (1̄) term in negative values.

By introducing subtraction into shift & add operations, RSD
representation can make the value after fine-tuning closer to
the original value compared with standard 2’s complement. For
instance, in Fig. 1, if we want to restrict 30(int8) with the
EB number of 2 based on 2’s complement, the quantized value
will be 8’b00011000(24) with 30 − 24 = 6 error. But
for the RSD-based scheme, as shown in Fig. 1, the quantized
value is still 30 without any error. Fig. 2 (a) and (b) present
the quantized numbers based on the two representations under



the restriction of 2 EB, in which the RSD method curve is
closer to linear mapping, thus it introduces less quantization
error. Besides, Fig. 2 (c) and (d) further present the normalized
weights distribution of two representations for one layer in the
MobileNet-V2 model, in which the post-quantized weights dis-
tribution of RSD-based method remains closer to the original
floating-point (FP32) one. It can be concluded that the RSD
method adapts to the original numbers better than the standard
2’s complement.

Since DNN models generally tend to have different tol-
erance to the numerical precision of each layer, we apply
layer-wise fine-tuning for the weights, i.e., each layer has
an identical number of EB (EBL). All weights that need
to be mapped for bit-serial computations will be fine-tuned
according to this value based on the above algorithm. After
obtaining the fine-tuned weights based on RSD representation,
the framework will further encode them into the positions of
‘1’ bits so that the hardware can skip ineffectual bits and
achieve bit-sparsity. Fig. 1 shows the encoding process, and
we define the encoded weights into two parts: bit-index of EB
(IDX), which indicates the index of the non-zero bit starting
from LSB, and an extra bit indicating ‘1’ or ‘1̄’ (SEL). For
instance, 8’b0010001̄0(30) has two non-zero bits, and
their indices are 1 (‘1’-bit) and 5 (‘1̄’-bit), so the encoded
results will be (1, 001) and (0, 101), as shown in Fig. 1. The
EBL is also set up as the hyper-parameter for the hardware
control. Since our framework focuses on static quantization
of weights, this process will be performed offline without
introducing additional overhead to the hardware. It is worth
noting that although RSD encoding based on the position
of ‘1’ bits reduces the bitwidth (from 8 to 4), it increases
the amount of weights data. In our framework, we should
carefully control the EBL for each layer and the workload
split to ensure that the increased data I/O will not affect the
computing performance improvement. We will discuss this
issue in Hardware Architecture.

B. Hardware Design

1) Bit-serial Multiplier: Fig. 3 presents the bit-serial mul-
tiplier based on the RSD representation of weights. The
circuit consists of data registers, a negator for calculating the
opposite of activations (NEG), a barrel shifter, and a partial
product accumulator (PPA). According to the discussion in
Section III-A, the fine-tuned weights are encoded as the bit-
position of the effectual bits (IDX, 3-bit), with an additional
bit indicating addition/subtraction (SEL, 1-bit). The combined
4-bit weights are serially input to the multiplier, while the
activations are represented in the original standard binary.
Firstly, the SEL bit selects the input activation or its opposite to
the subsequent operations to realize the subtraction operation
in RSD. After that, the barrel shifter shifts the activation
according to the input IDX to get the partial product. The
accumulator sums up the partial products based on the target
EB for the current layer. Fig. 3 also gives an example (6× 30
based on (EBL = 3) in which the multiplier needs three
cycles for one multiplication. Although the encoded weight
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based on RSD increases by 1-bit compared to the standard
binary method (3-bit), the total length of 4-bit makes it adapt to
storage alignment requirements, which is suitable for hardware
implementation. Since the bit-serial multiplier takes multiple
cycles for one multiplication, we need to limit the EBL to
ensure the bit-serial multiplier with bit-sparsity can be faster
than the conventional parallel one.

2) Combined MACs on DSP: As for the bit-parallel MACs
based on hard blocks (DSPs on FPGA), the weights mapped
to this part will not be fine-tuned and encoded (i.e., they
will maintain the original 2’s complement). We implement
the combined operations by mapping multiple MACs into
one DSP block to maximize the utilization rate, as Fig. 4
shows. The input bitwidth of DSPs on modern FPGAs is
usually designed to be relatively large (e.g., 27-bit and 18-
bit in Xilinx DSP48E2). Hence, it is efficient to implement
combined MACs by separating different numbers with guard
bits to improve the computation performance further [23], [24].
Specifically, if the scenario targets int8 as the precision,
this method can map two MACs in one DSP to reduce the
computation latency by half. Note that we do not apply RSD
method for the weights processed by DSP, hence the input
activations and weights are all based on pre-trained int8
with 2’s complement representation. As claimed before, 2’s
complement is a particular case of signed-digit, so the run-
time process of our design mixes signed-digit for different
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resources on FPGAs.
3) Heterogeneous Architecture: With the specific designs

for both LUTs and DSPs, Fig. 5 presents the proposed
heterogeneous architecture for higher peak performance. The
accelerator consists of bit-serial processing elements (BSPE)
and bit-parallel PE (BPPE) for different types of resources,
targeting bit-serial and bit-parallel computation, respectively.
We apply a systolic array as the connection between both
BSPEs and BPPEs for homogeneous control. As discussed
before, the weights mapped into the BSPEs will be fine-
tuned and encoded before being transferred to the hardware,
but the weights mapped to the DSP remain in the original
format. Therefore, we deploy separate weight buffers in the
two types of PEs to store different weight representations.
Furthermore, since we only target bit-serial MACs for weights
to achieve bit sparsity, neither the activations are quantized
nor fine-tuned. Therefore, we implement a global activation
buffer to reuse the activations between the two types of PEs
and reduce data communication overhead between on-chip
buffers and the external memory. The discussed heterogeneous
architecture can be mapped to the FPGA layout since the
BSPEs only utilizes LUTs. Hence, the proposed architecture
can be implemented on FPGA with better timing even though
the LUT logic is heavily utilized for computation.

To improve efficiency and simplify control logic, we select
output stationary as the dataflow for the systolic arrays [25].
For bit-serial operations in the BSPE, it only consists of
the bit-serial multiplier and scratchpads. Since in the output
stationary dataflow, the output activations will not move until
all the partial sums are accumulated, the accumulation of
partial sums can be efficiently integrated into the PPA in
the multiplier, to reduce the resource overhead. By applying
this 1D bit-serial dataflow, we can exploit bit sparsity and
achieve higher computation speedup. On the other part, each
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Fig. 6: Inter-tile dataflow in the proposed architecture. The
dataflow is tile-pipelined between the three stages, with the
double-buffer scheme.

BPPE takes a DSP for the combined MACs to maximize the
computation performance. Similar to the bit-serial MACs, due
to the characteristics of modern DSP design, the accumulator
summing up the partial sums can still be integrated into each
DSP. With the help of these optimizations, our hardware
design reduces the LUT overhead other than computation
logic, allowing a more extensive systolic array of BSPEs.
Note that the proposed architecture is not tailored for one
FPGA platform, since the accelerator is based on an RTL
template with a header file and can be easily modified for
various FPGAs.

The accelerator performs inference of the DNN model layer-
wise, and the tile is the basic block running on it. When
it starts processing a layer, the accelerator first loads (LD),
executes (EX), writes back (WB) each tile, and then repeats
for all tiles. The global controller handles the weight-loading
process according to the current layer’s EBL and the ratio of
workloads in the two types of PEs. Besides, since the memory
hierarchy of the proposed architecture is based on the double-
buffer strategy, the three stages can be pipelined through
processing, greatly enhancing the throughput and reducing the
latency, as Fig. 6 shows.

As the BSPE and BPPE target different weight workloads,
how to allocate the number of weights processed by the
two types of PEs will affect the computing performance of
the accelerator. We define the weight-split ratio r as the
proportion of bit-serial weights to the total weights, i.e., r =
weightBS/weightTotal, to partition the workloads. Since the
RSD-based bit-serial multiplication has a larger computation
latency than the DSP, the workload of the BSPEs has a more
significant impact on the overall computation latency. In addi-
tion, the final hardware latency also relates to data I/O. When
the weight of the BS part increases, the amount of weight data
obtained by fine-tuning based on different EBL may increase
(e.g., EBL = 3) or decrease (e.g., EBL = 1). Therefore,
to complete the hardware/software co-design framework, we
still need a hardware analytical model to search the optimal
schedule/dataflow and the weight-split ratio r, which will be
introduced in the next part.

C. Cost Model and Scheduler

1) Hardware Abstraction Model: For the cost model, we
need to abstract the hardware to build a hardware overhead
model as the basis for the performance model. Given an



architecture based on the proposed design, we define a series
of parameters to describe the architecture. The BSPE and
BPPE generally have different systolic array scales limited
by the FPGA resources. We use BSr, BSc, BPr, BPc as
the numbers of rows & columns in BS cores and BP cores,
respectively. Based on the array scales, we can formulate the
utilization of LUTs and DSPs:

LUT utl = LUTBSPE × BS r × BS c

DSPutl = DSPBPPE × BPr × BPc

(1)

in which the LUTBSPE and DSPBPPE indicate the LUT
& DSP consumption in one BSPE and BPPE, respectively.
As for the buffers, we assume each row/column of the two
systolic arrays is connected with an identical number of
BRAM36 (BRAMunit) as the buffer/scratchpad. Hence, the
total utilization of BRAM is:

BRAM utl = (BSn + BPn)× BRAM unit

BSn = BS r + 2× BS c

BPn = BPr + 2× BPc

(2)

To simplify the framework and remain the discussion point
in representation, this work does not discuss the hardware-
schedule co-search based on the utilization model. For a
specific FPGA device, we only set up a unique architecture for
all DNN models. Still, given an FPGA device and a hardware
architecture, it must be ensured that the total utilization does
not exceed the limitation of the device.

2) Latency Model & Scheduler: We apply the widely used
6-dimension for-loop topology as the DNN model abstraction
[26], [27]. Based on the for-loop model, we tile the output
channel (K), output feature map height (H), width (W ), and
input channel (C) dimensions while keeping the tile size in the
kernel height (I) & width (J) same with the DNN model to
limit the design space. The fully-connected (FC) layers can be
regarded as convolutional layers with H,W, I, J = 1. Define
the DNN layer size M = (K,H,W,C, I, J) and the tile size
of each dimension as T = (tK , tH , tW , tC , tI , tJ) and the
total number of tiles as NT , we have:

NT = ⌈M/T⌉ = ⌈K/tK⌉ × ⌈H/tH⌉ × ⌈W/tW ⌉ × ⌈C/tC⌉
(3)

To reduce the search space, we do not tile the I and
J dimensions (i.e., tI , tJ = I, J). The scheduler is also
responsible for searching the optimal workload partitioning
ratio r. Based on the tile size of each dimension, EBL and r,
the tile sizes of the input feature map (Si), weights (Sw), and
output feature map (So) can be calculated as:

Si = tC × {(tH − 1)× str + tI} × {(tW − 1)× str + tJ}

Sw = r ×
∏

K,C,I,J

T× EBL × 0.5 + (1− r)×
∏

K,C,I,J

T

So =
∏

K,H,W

T = tK × tH × tW

(4)

where the str is the convolution stride given by the DNN
model. The 0.5 factor in Sw indicates that the weights for bit-
serial computation have lower bitwidth (4-bit in the selected
int8 case). Introducing the memory bandwidth BW into our
model, the latency of LD and WB stages can be formulated.
Besides, according to the roofline model [28], we define the
communication latency Latcomm as the maximum of LD and
WB latencies:

LatLD = ⌈(Si + Sw)/BW ⌉, LatWB = ⌈So/BW ⌉
Latcomm = max(LatLD,LatWB)

(5)

As for the computation latency of one tile, we adopt the
cycle-accurate simulator in SCALE-Sim [25] and ANT [29],
based on GEMM backend. When calculating as the output-
stationary dataflow, the systolic depth is tC × tI × tJ , and
the tile is divided into several sub-tiles based on the array
size. Since the computation flows in BSPEs and BPPEs are
different (bit-serial vs. bit-parallel), we define two computation
latencies and use the maximum as the final one:

LatBS =
∏
C,I,J

T× EBL × ⌈tH × tW /BS r⌉ × ⌈tK/BS c⌉

LatBP =
∏
C,I,J

T× ⌈tH × tW /BPr⌉ × ⌈tK/(BPc × 2)⌉

Latcomp = LatEX = max(LatBS,LatBP)
(6)

where the BPc × 2 factor in LatBP is the result of combined
MACs optimization in int8 case. Finally, considering the
pipeline starting and ending stages in Fig. 6, the total latency
for calculating this layer is:

LatL = NT × LatEX + LatLD + LatWB (7)

With the latency model, we can set up the scheduler by
searching all the possible tiling sizes and the weight-split
ratios r of the current layer and find the optimal size &
ratio combination. During brute-force searching, the tile size
of feature maps and weights should not exceed the buffer
size (BUF ). Based on the given architecture, we can trivially
calculate the buffer size and BRAMunit setup. Considering
the DNN model has m layers, the problem can be formulated
as follows:
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Fig. 7: Hardware-aware quantization framework. The hardware
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for the latency-driven mixed-EB search algorithm.

min
T,r

m∑
j=1

LatL(j)

s.t. Si ≤ BUF i, Sw ≤ BUFw, So ≤ BUF o

(8)

The scheduler is deployed in the host CPU to generate the
optimal dataflow, partitioning, and run-time instructions for
the FPGA devices, based on the input DNN model and EBL

configuration. Besides, the design space exploration can moti-
vate the developer, using the metrics as a guide to developing
the host scheduler in different platforms with faster search
algorithms. Moreover, it can also be used for speedup-accuracy
trade-off to find the optimal EB configurations of each layer,
which will be discussed in the following subsection.

D. Hardware-aware Mixed-EB Quantization

As discussed before, our RSD-based fine-tuning algorithm
changes the value of weights, slightly affecting DNN inference
accuracy. To support the trade-off between accuracy and
latency for different scenarios, we develop a hardware/software
co-design DNN acceleration framework based on the proposed
architecture and weight fine-tuning method to find the optimal
number of EB (EBL) for each layer. This part introduces our
mixed-EB search methodology and the optimization based on
the sub-gradient algorithm.

1) Quantization Metrics: Mean Squared Error (MSE) is a
common metric to effectively evaluate the accuracy of the
post-quantization DNN models [29]. The quantized model
achieves higher accuracy with a lower MSE. Here we use MSE
as a metric to measure the quantization error and facilitate the
search process, defined as:

MSE =

√
Σn

i=1

(
x− x̂

σi

)2

, (9)

where x and x̂ are respectively the original int8 and
RSD-quantized values, and σi is the standard deviation of
the tensor distribution. Another metric for the quantization
scheme is latency (LatL). We introduce two functions from
the scheduler to build the quantization scheme, TOTAL LAT
and LAYER LAT, which are responsible for calculating the

Algorithm 1 Latency-driven mixed-EB search strategy

Input: DNN model M with m layers {L1, L2, ...Lm}, latency
constraint ω, top-k parameter k

Output: Layer-wise EB of weights A = (EB1, EB2, ..., EBm)
1: Initialize A = (3, 3, ..., 3)
2: Lat base← TOTAL LAT(M,A), speedup← 1
3: while speedup does not meet ω do
4: lw lat← LAYER LAT(M,A) ▷ Layer-wise latency
5: lat top← LAYER SEL(lw lat, k) ▷ Select top-k layers
6: layer list← MSE RANK(lat top) ▷ MSE Re-rank
7: REDUCE EB(layer list,A) ▷ Reduce EB in order
8: end while
9:

10: procedure REDUCE EB(list,A)
11: for l = 1→ k do
12: Degrade Alist[l] : EBL = 3 → 2 or EBL = 2 → 1
13: speedup← TOTAL LAT(M,A)/Lat base
14: break if speedup ≥ ω
15: end for
16: end procedure

total latency and layer-wise latency under the current EB
configuration, respectively. The latency formulation of these
two functions has been presented in Section III-C.

2) Mixed-EB Search Strategy: Based on the quantization
error MSE and latency metrics, we propose a speedup-based
optimization strategy to suit different application scenarios
with speedup constraint ω, as shown in Fig. 7. Our framework
can limit the speedup to no less than ω for different real-
time requirements to ensure hardware performance while
minimizing the quantization error (MSE). In other words,
the quantization selection of A = (EB1, EB2, ..., EBm) for
m layers with mixed-EB quantization can be searched by
the strategy. Eqn. (10) formulates the optimization problem,
in which the strategy aims to minimize the quantization
error while meeting the speedup constraint ω. The baseline
latency (Latbase) here refers to the de facto design where
all the computations are mapped into DSP only with int8
representations, and we also can get the value by the scheduler.

min
A

m∑
j=1

MSE (j,A[j])

s.t. ω×
m∑
j=1

LatL(j,A[j]) ≤ Latbase.

(10)

The hierarchical mixed-EB quantization of weights leads to
a vast design space. In our mixed-EB searching framework,
we mainly support the selection of EBL = 1, 2, 3 for better
hardware efficiency. Assuming the DNN model has m layers,
the total possible solutions will be (3× 3)m. A heuristic top-
k search algorithm was devised to find a near-optimal and
efficient solution. Algorithm 1 describes the proposed heuristic
search algorithm. We first obtain the total baseline latency
performance by TOTAL LAT function. Then, the algorithm
iteratively calculates layer-wise latency by LAYER LAT and
selects k layers with the largest latency as candidates since
we intend to quantize the slowest layer first to obtain a better



TABLE I: Mixed-EB speedup results with different constraints
ω. A larger ω means a higher speedup and a more aggressive
quantization strategy.

Model ω Layer-wise Mixed-EB Result A Speedup

VGG-16

1.5 [3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3] 1.52
1.6 [2 3 2 2 2 3 2 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 2] 1.60
1.7 [2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 3 2 3 2 2 2 2 2] 1.70
2.0 [2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2] 2.00
2.1 [1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1] 2.14
2.2 [1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1] 2.24

ResNet-18

1.5 [3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 3] 1.51
1.6 [2 3 2 3 2 3 3 3 2 2 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 2 3 2] 1.62

1.65 [2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 2 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 2 3 2] 1.65
1.7 [2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2] 1.71
1.8 [2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1] 1.84
1.9 [2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1] 1.90

overall end-to-end speedup. In addition, to obtain the optimal
solution with the smallest MSE, we also calculate the MSE of
each candidate and reorder them in ascending order of MSE.
The search algorithm reduces the EB of each candidate one
by one to quantify the lowest MSE layer first. After that,
the engine recalculates the latency and selects the next top-
k candidate in the next iteration. The whole iteration stops
when the end-to-end speedup constraint is satisfied. After the
iteration stops, the framework fine-tunes the weights based
on the RSD encoding scheme. It applies quantization-aware
training (QAT) to maintain inference accuracy, which is a
commonly used method in quantization works like [29], [30].

To illustrate, our framework can search different mixed-EB
combinations in this optimization problem, Table I shows the
search results based on different constraints ω on VGG-16 and
ResNet18 model. It indicates that a larger ω represents a more
aggressive speedup, so the searched mixed-EB result has more
layers with a smaller number of EBL, degrading from 3 to
1. Besides, the final speedup is close to the input constraint,
proving that the search result is a near-optimal solution in the
design space.

IV. EVALUATION

A. Experimental Setup

The proposed accelerator is designed and implemented with
Verilog HDL. We implemented the accelerator on the Pynq-
Z2 (XC7Z020), Ultra96 (ZU3EG), and ZCU102 (ZU9EG)
platforms. XC7Z020 is a lightweight FPGA device for testing
scenarios with low memory bandwidth (in our setup, 64-
bit data width in LD/WB channels) and limited resources.
Since ZU3EG and ZU9EG are based on Xilinx Ultra-scale
SoC, they have higher memory bandwidth (128-bit in LD/WB
channels), while the ZU9EG device has more resources for
computation. We apply the same hardware architecture for all
DNN models in this experiment, as Table II shows. We do
not fully utilize the fine-grained resources (i.e., LUTs) for BS
cores to leave enough space for data pre- and pro-processing
in real-world applications. For the DNN models, we conduct
the experiments based on VGG16, ResNet18/50, MobileNetV2
and emerging models like Vision Transformer (ViT) [31]

TABLE II: Hardware architecture parameters setup on FPGAs

FPGA
Devices

Architecture Parameters Memory Bitwidth BW
BSr BSc BPr BPc

XC7Z020 40 40 14 15 64-bit (8 Bytes)
ZU3EG 48 48 16 16 128-bit (16 Bytes)
ZU9EG 80 80 48 48 128-bit (16 Bytes)

TABLE III: Accuracy comparison between the RSD encoding
and the standard representation (2’s complement) under the
same constraint of EB number.

DNN Models Post-quantized Top-1 Accuracy Improv.

RSD Encoding 2’s complement
(Reported in [12])

ResNet-18 69.72% 69.54% 0.55%

ResNet-50 76.05% 76.19% 0.27%

MobileNet-V2 71.16% 68.49% 2.54%

on ImageNet classification. We use the post-quantized INT8
weights/activations from PyTorch and a conventional hardware
design implementing MACs only on DSPs as the baseline (i.e.,
BSr and BSc = 0). For each DNN model, we train 3 ∼ 5
fine-tuning epochs for QAT. To conduct a fair comparison, the
training setup and the hyper-parameters are kept the same for
all types under evaluation.

B. Encoding Scheme

As illustrated before, our RSD encoding can make the
fine-tuned value closer to the original value than standard
2’s complement representation. Hence it has the potential for
higher accuracy with smaller quantization error. We compare
the accuracy after fine-tuning with the previous work BitPruner
[12], which applied the standard representation. Table III
shows the accuracy improves from 0.55% to 2.54% in the
selected DNN models based on the RSD encoding scheme.
In terms of the hardware part, although the RSD method
introduces the SEL bit for selecting addition or subtraction,
the bit-serial PE does not have extra overhead compared with
the conventional bit-serial design in [10]–[12] because the
hardware design in these works still needs to handle negative
activations in the shift&add operations. With higher post-
quantized accuracy and negligible hardware overhead, it can
be concluded that our RSD encoding approach is better than
standard 2’s complement for LUT-based synchronized bit-
serial computation (i.e., with the same number of EB), in terms
of maintaining accuracy of DNN inference.

C. Theoretical Analysis for Peak Performance

As discussed in hardware design, our accelerator can en-
hance the peak performance of the target device since the
heterogeneous architecture maximizes the computation capa-
bility. Based on the roofline model [28], we calculate the
peak performance of the three different devices based on
the architecture parameters in Fig. 8. We consider each PE
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Fig. 8: Theoretical analysis of peak performance for three
devices based on all the EBL = 2. The results are normalized
based on DSP-only throughput individually for each device.

processes one MAC operation for the BS engine in EBL

cycles. To demonstrate that our framework can enhance the
peak performance by the bit-sparsity-aware heterogeneous
architecture, we present the improvement of the theoretical
peak performance in Fig. 8, comparing the heterogeneous
design and the DSP-only conventional design under the same
clock frequency. We also apply the combined MAC operations
(Fig. 4) in the DSP-only design. All the heterogeneous results
are normalized based on DSP-only throughputs. The theoreti-
cal results show that with the bit-sparsity-aware heterogeneous
architecture, MSD framework can achieve 2.31×, 2.78× and
2.84× higher throughput on XC7Z020, ZU3EG, and ZU9EG
devices. Therefore, the MSD framework has great potential to
accelerate computation-intensive models by enhancing peak
performance significantly.

D. Accuracy-Speedup Trade-off

To demonstrate the proposed hardware-aware mixed-EB
quantization framework can balance between accuracy and
speedup, we set up different constraints, quantize the ResNet50
and VGG16 models based on the search strategy, and use the
DSP-only hardware as the baseline. According to Eqn. (10),
the search framework obtains different combinations of EBL

for each layer. Fig. 9 presents the accuracy-speedup trade-
off based on the mixed-EB framework on the Ultra-96 FPGA
(ZU3EG). Generally, an increase in the latency constraint
ω leads to higher speedup with accuracy loss because the
framework will search for lower EB numbers to meet the
demand. Besides, the quantized model can maintain a closer
accuracy to the original model while still delivering a decent
speedup (e.g., in VGG16, only 0.1% accuracy drop with
2.0× speedup). Moreover, our proposed framework with the
heuristic search algorithm can quantize DNN models with
trade-offs along the curves, which can serve the different
requirements with various latency/accuracy constraints.

E. Comparison with the State-of-the-art

Table IV thoroughly compares the proposed accelerator de-
sign with the state-of-the-art FPGA accelerator works in terms
of data precision, resource cost, post-quantization accuracy,
latency, throughput, and compute efficiency. The throughput
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Fig. 9: Normalized speedup and post-quantization accuracy
with different latency constraints ω on ZU3EG. Our frame-
work can reduce the latency by 1.7× to 3.5× with negligible
loss of accuracy on the VGG16 and ResNet50 models.

is calculated by the inference latency with the batch size set
to 1. We set up all the layers to have EBL = 2 in our
design since the accuracy-latency trade-off results show that
the accuracy drop is negligible in this scenario. Besides, the
measurement does not include the im2col pre-processing
latency. Compared with Mix-and-Match [1] and N3H-Core [3],
although they apply mixed-precision quantization that leads
to lower computation latency and fewer data I/O, our work
is still comparable with them due to the bit-sparsity opti-
mization. For the compute-intensive model Resnet-18 on the
XC7Z020 device, the latency result overpasses Mix-and-Match
[1] and N3H-Core [3] as 1.79× and 1.36×, respectively, even
though we do not fully utilize the memory bandwidth. For
the lightweight MobileNet-V2 model with small computation
workloads, most layers are bounded in communication since
we only apply 64-bit bitwidth per channel (i.e., we did not
fully utilize the memory bandwidth compared with the prior
works). Therefore, the previous works perform better than ours
due to the mixed-precision optimization with smaller data I/O.
Nevertheless, since the RSD-based bit-serial strategy keeps the
data precision of weights and activations, our post-quantization
accuracy is 4.91% higher than the N3H-Core.

Our work still shows inspiring results compared to other
general FPGA accelerators in DNN inference. Our work is
faster than the Angel-eye [33] at 1.27× regarding latency
and throughput on VGG-16 due to the bit-sparsity. Besides,
compared with the Vitis-AI [34], a vendor-specific framework
in the industry for DNN accelerators on FPGA, we reduce
the latency of ResNet-18 and ResNet-50 on ZU3EG as 44%
and 5%. For the models on ZU9EG, our results are still
comparable with the Vitis-AI, even though they set up 1.34×
higher clock frequency. Finally, we also test our framework
on one of the emerging transformer models, ViT-base, to
demonstrate our universal design. The throughput result is



TABLE IV: Board-level comparison with state-of-the-art FPGA accelerators

Works DP* FPGA
Devices

Frequency
(MHz)

Resource Cost DNN
Models

Top-1
Acc.§

Latency
(ms)

Throughput
(GOPS)

Compute Efficiency

kLUT DSP BRAM GOPS/kLUT GOPS/DSP

DNNExplorer [32] 16 KU115 200 - 4686 - VGG-16 - 18.05 1702.3 - 0.36

Angel-eye [33] 8 XC7Z020 125 29.87 190 85.5 VGG-16 - 364.00 84.3 2.83 0.44

Auto-ViT-Acc [2] MP1 ZU9EG 150 179.0 1555 - DeiT-base 81.14% - 1970.3 11.01 1.27

Vitis-AI [34] 8
ZU3EG 287 - 326 126 ResNet-18 - 13.80 270.9 - 0.83

ResNet-50 74.50% 30.80 250.0 - 0.77

ZU9EG 287 - 2130 765 ResNet-18 - 5.10 713.2 - 0.33
ResNet-50 74.50% 12.85 599.1 - 0.28

Mix&Match‡[1] MP1 XC7Z020 100 28.29 220 56 ResNet-18 70.27% 47.10 77.0 2.72 0.35
MobileNet-V2 65.64% 8.29 71.8 2.54 0.32

N3H-Core‡[3] MP1 XC7Z020 100 39.62 220 137 ResNet-18 70.45% 35.79 101.3 2.56 0.46
45.76 220 137 MobileNet-V2 66.25% 7.51 80.1 1.75 0.36

MSD-Ours 8†

XC7Z020 100 38.09 214 139
VGG-16 73.37% 287.18 107.9 2.83 0.50

ResNet-18 69.72% 26.31 138.3 3.63 0.65
MobileNet-V2 71.16% 16.40 38.9 1.02 0.18

ZU3EG 214 55.71 264 194

VGG-16 73.37% 74.22 417.6 7.93 1.58
ResNet-18 69.72% 7.72 471.7 8.96 1.79
ResNet-50 76.05% 29.06 283.6 5.39 1.07

MobileNet-V2 71.16% 7.41 86.1 1.64 0.33

ZU9EG 214 151.69 2312 771

VGG-16 73.37% 52.70 588.2 3.88 0.25
ResNet-18 69.72% 5.69 639.8 4.22 0.28
ResNet-50 76.05% 15.94 516.9 3.41 0.22
ViT-base¶ 79.28% 22.30 1481.4 9.77 0.64

* Data precision in the hardware setup. 1 Mixed-precision based on bitwidths or formats. † We set all the EBL = 2 based on int8 in this comparison.
§ Accuracy results in our work are based on QAT. ‡ For a fair comparison, we only selected results with batch size = 1. ¶ We only apply RSD in the MLP blocks.

comparable with the state-of-the-art FPGA accelerator, Auto-
ViT-Acc [2] targeting a more hardware-friendly variant, DeiT-
base. It is worth emphasizing that our work does not perform
the best on lightweight models since they are not compute-
intensive (e.g., MobileNet-V2), and the bit-sparsity properties
cannot achieve higher performance when DNNs are bounded
in communication. To conclude, by targeting a specific device,
the proposed MSD scheme reaches promising improvement in
the computation-bound models [28] due to the enhancement
of peak performance.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This work proposed MSD framework, an FPGA-tailored
and heterogeneous DNN acceleration framework that utilizes
both LUTs and DSPs as computation resources and to ex-
ploit bit-sparsity. The RSD data representation enables MSD
framework to fine-tune and encode the DNN weights into a
bit-sparsity-aware format, making the bit-serial computation
on LUTs more efficient. Furthermore, MSD framework uses
a latency-driven algorithm to search for the optimal schedule,
the number of EB, and the workload partitioning ratio for each
layer. Evaluation results on various DNN models and edge
FPGA devices demonstrate that MSD framework achieves
1.36× speedup when compared with the state-of-the-art on
ResNet-18 model, and 4.91% higher accuracy on MobileNet-
V2. In the future, we will explore more efficient scheduling
methods for workload splitting in the heterogeneous archi-
tecture and EB selection in the bit-serial computation and
exploit FPGA-layout-tailored hardware design to enhance the
hardware clock frequency further.
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